ABSTRACT This paper presents novel sparse Bayesian learning (SBL)-based target imaging and parameter estimation techniques in monostatic multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar systems for practical scenarios with insufficient observation samples and unknown target parameters. First, the SBL framework is developed for a single measurement vector setting with an underlying sparse target reflectivity parameter vector. This is subsequently extended to scenarios with multiple observation snapshots considering uncorrelated as well as correlated target reflectivity parameters. Variants are also proposed for challenging scenarios considering the presence of ground clutter. Cramér-Rao bounds are derived for the reflectivity, Doppler, and range estimates to comprehensively characterize the performance of the proposed estimation schemes. A joint parameter estimation and imaging scheme is developed based on a Taylor series expansion of the MIMO radar dictionary matrix. Simulation results demonstrate enhanced imaging and estimation accuracy of the proposed SBL schemes in comparison with the existing techniques for MIMO radar systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The significant diversity and multiplexing gains promised by multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology have led to the development of MIMO radars [2] , [3] . Owing to the waveform diversity, monostatic MIMO radar systems with multiple colocated transmit and receive antenna arrays yield highly accurate target images and parameter estimates [4] . Thus, they are ideally suited for various industrial and military applications pertaining to target detection and localization [5] , [6] . Several target imaging and parameter estimation techniques have been proposed for MIMO radars. Conventional matched filtering-based estimation schemes such as delay and sum (DAS) [7] and CAPON [8] , which yield a good signal to noise power ratio at the output, have been presented for target detection and parameter estimation in MIMO radar systems [9] . The iterative adaptive approach (IAA) for MIMO radar imaging obtains the target reflectivity vector estimate based on the minimization of a weighted least squares cost function [10] . However, the accuracy of these schemes depends on the number of observations available at the receiver, thus making them unviable in practical ill-posed scenarios with a limited set of measurements. Further, they do not account for the sparsity in the scattering scene arising from the presence of only a few targets compared to the possible target locations and thus result in a poor performance. Sparse signal recovery-based approaches that leverage the inherent sparsity in the radar scattering scene, can be employed for target imaging and parameter estimation in such ill-posed scenarios. The next section presents a brief review of the existing literature on sparse parameter estimation for monostatic MIMO radars and motivation for the current work.
A. REVIEW OF EXISTING LITERATURE AND MOTIVATION
In this regard, early works such as [11] consider the sparse nature of the radar scattering scene and explore application of the compressive sensing framework [12] in radar systems. Next, the works in [13] and [14] employ orthogonal matching pursuit [15] and augmented l 1 optimization approaches, respectively, for parameter estimation/imaging in radars. However, the approaches in [13] and [14] require knowledge of the sparsity level of the target matrix and heuristic tuning of a regularization parameter, respectively, to achieve a desirable performance accuracy. These shortcomings motivated the development of the schemes in [16] and [17] . The work in [16] employs a parameter-free Bayesian information criterion with IAA while [17] develops an l q -norm constraint-based sparse learning via iterative minimization (SLIM) technique to obtain the target reflectivity vector estimates. The authors in [18] consider a multiple measurement vector (MMV) scenario and further extend SLIM to leverage the common sparsity profile associated with successive target reflectivity vectors. However, limitations of the existing sparse target recovery approaches, such as requirement of the knowledge of the total number of targets or poor convergence to the globally sparse solution, render them unsuitable for practical imaging scenarios.
Towards this end, the sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) framework [19] , has attracted significant research interest in diverse fields such as bio-medical signal processing [20] , and DOA estimation [21] , owing to its superior recovery guarantees. Further, another significant advantage of SBL is that it considers a parameterized prior that eliminates the need to fine tune an unknown regularization parameter. Also, it employs a tractable expectation maximization (EM)-based estimation framework, which is observed to result in the maximally sparse solution, thus guaranteeing fewer convergence and structural errors [19] . Hence, motivated by the improved performance guarantees and analytical tractability of the SBL framework, the current work develops various SBL-based MIMO radar imaging and parameter estimation techniques along with the relevant analyses. The next section briefly describes the contributions of the present work.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS OF PRESENT WORK
The major contributions of this work are as follows. An SBL-based target imaging scheme is proposed for the estimation of the sparse reflectivity parameter vector. Next, considering successive observation vectors, the multiple SBL (MSBL) scheme is developed for the estimation of target reflectivity vectors with a common sparsity profile. This is further extended to the temporal SBL (TSBL) scheme to exploit the unknown temporal correlation associated with multiple target reflectivity vectors, to further enhance the performance and also jointly estimate the target covariance matrix. The Cramér-Rao bounds (CRBs) are derived for the target reflectivity parameter estimates, target Doppler frequency and range parameter estimates. Finally, a simplified joint target imaging and parameter estimation framework is developed based on a linearization of the MIMO radar model.
Simulation results illustrate the improved performance over several existing schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The MIMO radar system model along with the proposed SBL-based MIMO radar approach are presented in Section II followed by its extension to block sparse scenarios with target correlation in Section III. The Cramér-Rao bounds for the target reflectivity parameter, Doppler, and range parameter vectors are derived in Section IV followed by a description of the proposed joint target imaging and parameter estimation framework in Section V. Simulation results and concluding remarks are presented in Sections VI and VII, respectively.
C. NOTATION
The notation used in this paper is described here for ease of readability. Bold lowercase and uppercase alphabets such as a and A denote vectors and matrices, respectively. The notation I L denotes an identity matrix of size L × L and 0 L×M represents a L × M matrix of zeros. For a vector a, a m denotes its m th element of a. For a matrix A, A m,n , A i • , A• i , vec (A), |A|, and Tr {A} denote the (m, n) th element, i th row, i th column, vector obtained by stacking the columns of the matrix A, determinant and trace of A, respectively. The standard l 2 -norm and Frobenius norm of the vector a and matrix A are represented as a and A F , respectively. A complex Gaussian distribution with mean vector µ and covariance matrix is represented as CN (µ, ). The notations {·}, {·}, and (·) (k) denote the real part, imaginary part, and the estimate in the k th iteration of the corresponding scalar/vector/matrix argument respectively. The quantities A ∈ R L×M and B ∈ C L×M denote real and complex-valued L × M matrices A and B, respectively. Further, diag (a 1 , . . . , a Z ) and diag (A 1 , . . . , A Z ) represent diagonal and block diagonal matrices with principal diagonal elements a 1 , . . . a Z and blocks A 1 , . . . , A Z , respectively. The operation A ⊗ B represents the standard matrix Kronecker product while A B denotes the Hadamard product. The operators (.) T , (.) H , and (.) * denote the transpose, Hermitian and conjugate of the vector/matrix, respectively. The null set is represented by ∅ and , ≡ denote the definition of a quantity and equivalence upto a known constant term, respectively.
II. SBL-BASED MIMO RADAR IMAGING : PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED APPROACH
This work considers a standard phased array narrowband monostatic MIMO radar system similar to related works such as [16] and [17] . A total number of M transmit and N receive antennas are mounted on a stationary platform with the imaging scene comprising of multiple moving point targets. Let x m = [x m (1) , . . . , x m (S)] ∈ C 1×S denote the signal corresponding to the m th transmit antenna with S denoting the number of sub-pulses with the transmit signal matrix 
Further, let the scanning region of interest be partitioned into R range bins, with R r denoting the r th range value for 1 ≤ r ≤ R. In order to incorporate the maximum delay between the first and the last reflected signals corresponding to the R range bins, the signal matrix is modified as
where the quantity S = (S + R − 1). Consider A azimuth bins such that θ a ∀ 1 ≤ a ≤ A represents the azimuth angle corresponding to the a th angular bin and is measured relative to the normal of the antenna array. The transmit and the receive steering vectors corresponding to the azimuth angle θ a are given by
(1) 
where Q ∈ C N × S denotes the complex additive white Gaussian noise matrix with independent and identically distributed 
where the MIMO radar dictionary matrix = [ψ 1 , ψ 2 , . . . , ψ t , . . . , ψ RAD ] ∈ C N S×RAD . Each column vector ψ t ∈ C N S×1 corresponds to a particular (r, a, d) range-angleDoppler 3-tuple and can be expressed as
where
Further, the target reflectivity parameter vector g ∈ C RAD×1 is given by
where β t denotes the t th element of g. Thus, the problem of target localization in terms of the range, azimuth and Doppler parameters reduces to estimation of the unknown reflectivity vector g from the observation vector y, since the index t of each element β t in g can be mapped to a unique (r, a, d) bin as shown above. Further, typical radar scenarios such as aerial surveillance and military monitoring only have a few targets present in the scanning region of interest in comparison to the total number of RAD possible target locations, i.e., the length of the vector g, thereby rendering the target reflectivity vector g sparse. The estimation of g in (4) is additionally complicated due to the availability of only a few observations, i.e., N S << RAD [17] , [18] which renders it ill-posed, and thus makes MIMO radar imaging a significantly challenging task. The following subsection describes the procedure for SBL-based sparse signal estimation in monostatic MIMO radars.
A. SBL-BASED MIMO RADAR IMAGING
This section outlines the proposed SBL target imaging technique for a monostatic MIMO radar system for a single snapshot, also termed the single measurement vector (SMV) formulation. For the estimation model in (4), the SBL framework begins by assigning a parameterized Gaussian prior to the reflectivity parameter vector g as
. Each hyperparameter γ t controls the prior variance of g t , the t th component of g. Since the hyperparameter vector is unknown in practice, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of γ can be obtained as
where the likelihood p (y; γ ), of the observation vector y, is determined as
The matrix y = σ 2 I N S + H denotes the receive covariance matrix and = diag (γ 1 , γ 2 , · · · , γ RAD ). Since direct maximization of log p (y; γ ) with respect to γ is challenging due to the non-concave nature of the log-likelihood, the iterative expectation maximization algorithm can be employed to obtain γ . Let g denote the hidden parameter for the EM algorithm and γ (k) represent the estimate of γ in the k th iteration. The E-step in the k th iteration evaluates the expected value of the log-likelihood function of the complete data {y, g} as
where the term log p (y | g;
and is independent of the hyperparameter vector γ . Further, the posterior distribution of g in the k th step of the EM iteration represented as p g | y; γ (k) can be obtained using the results in [19] as p g | y;
, where the a posteriori mean vector µ
and covariance matrix
Employing the Woodbury matrix identity [23] , one can write
As shown above, since log p (y | g; γ ) is independent of γ , the M-step of SBL that maximizes L γ | γ (k) reduces to the maximization of E g|y;γ (k) {log p (g; γ )} with respect to γ to obtain γ
The maximization problem above is seen to be decoupled with respect to each γ t and can be further solved to obtain γ
On convergence, the target reflectivity parameter vector estimate can be obtained as g = µ g . Further, the estimate in the k th EM iteration is pruned, i.e., g (k) (t) = 0 if the associated hyperparameter estimate γ (k+1) t ≤ η pr , where η pr denotes a suitably chosen pruning threshold [24] , [25] . After a total of K SBL EM iterations, the final hyperparameter estimates γ t 's corresponding to the sparse locations, upon convergence, are observed to be driven to zero. As a result of this, the corresponding target reflectivity parameters g SBL (t) → 0 as well.
B. SBL-BASED MIMO RADAR IMAGING IN THE PRESENCE OF GROUND CLUTTER
One can readily extend the proposed SBL approach for estimation of the sparse target reflectivity vector g in the presence of ground clutter. The MIMO radar transmit/receive equation for a scenario with ground clutter can be expressed as
where the clutter signal x cl = cl g cl ∈ C N S×1 with cl = ψ 1 , . . . , ψ t , . . . , ψ RA ∈ C N S×RA denoting the clutter dictionary matrix. The quantities ∈ C N S×RAD , g ∈ C RAD×1 and q ∈ C N S×1 denote the MIMO radar dictionary matrix, sparse reflectivity parameter vector and AWGN vector as described by the MIMO radar system model in equation (4) . Since the Doppler shift
of cl corresponds to a particular (r, a) range-angle bin, where t = ((r − 1)A + (a − 1) + 1). The transmit signal matrix in this scenario is given by
denotes the signal transmitted on the m th antenna. The receive and transmit steering vectors d a ∈ C N ×1 , c a ∈ C M ×1 respectively and the shift matrix J r ∈ R S× S are as described in equation (3). Further, the clutter reflectivity vector
, where ζ t denotes the t th element of the sparse clutter reflectivity vector g cl with N c non-zero elements corresponding to the active clutter locations. Let I denote the set of indices of the N c active clutter
c ∀ i ∈ I. As described in [26] , in the presence of a large number of clutter components, one can consider the clutter signal x cl to be distributed as zero mean Gaussian with covariance
H i where i denotes the i th column of cl . Thus, for estimation of the unknown target reflectivity vector g from (18), one can now consider the modified system model given by
where q = x cl + q denotes the effective noise vector. Since the clutter echoes and the background noise are independent of each other, the effective noise mean vector µ q = 0 N S×1 and covariance matrix q = cl + σ 2 I N S . The SBL-based approach for estimation of the sparse target reflectivity vector g in the presence of colored noiseq arising due to clutter is described as follows. The posterior probability density function for colored noise SBL (CoNoSBL) is given as p g | y; 
with the hyperparameter update rule being the same as (17) . It is worth pointing out that the proposed CoNoSBL scheme deals with clutter components by directly incorporating and handling their effect in the proposed algorithm itself. The next section describes SBL approaches for block sparse target reflectivity parameter estimation in MIMO radars with multiple snapshots.
III. SBL-BASED BLOCK SPARSE ESTIMATION FOR MIMO RADARS
One can now formulate a block sparse target reflectivity parameter estimation model for a MIMO radar scenario with multiple transmission snapshots [27] , [28] . Let y l ∈ C N S×1 and g l ∈ C N S×1 represent the received vector and reflectivity vector respectively, corresponding to the l th snapshot 1 ≤ l ≤ L, where L denotes the total number of snapshots. Similar to the model in (4), the model corresponding to snapshot l can be written as
where q l ∈ C N S×1 denotes the AWGN vector for snapshot l with i.i.d zero mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise samples of variance σ 2 . Concatenating the observed and signal vectors for L snapshots, the multiple measurement vector (MMV)-based model for the MIMO radar system can be expressed as
. . , g L ] ∈ C RAD×L denotes the unknown reflectivity matrix and Q [q 1 , . . . , q L ] ∈ C N S×L denotes the noise matrix. It is assumed that the reflectivity vectors g l ∀ 1 ≤ l ≤ L have a common sparsity profile, i.e., the indices of the non-zero weights corresponding to potential target locations remain fixed. This occurs in practice when the point targets can be assumed to be stationary with respect to their (r, a, d) rangeangle-Doppler bins for the duration given by T m = L ST s , where T s denotes the sub-pulse interval. For a typical setting of MIMO radar parameters with L = 3, R = 8, S = 16, and T s = 0.1µs, this duration results in T m = 6.9µs and translates to practically feasible target velocities (< 10 6 m/s) and accelerations (< 10 8 m/s 2 ). Thus, the assumption above holds for most MIMO radar scenarios.
For mathematical tractability, the model in (23) can be further simplified as follows. The vector y vec Y T ∈ C N SL×1 can be obtained as
denotes the concatenated target reflectivity parameter vector comprising of the blocks
Since, only a few blocks corresponding to particular (r, a, d) range-angle-Doppler bins with point targets present are non-zero, g exhibits a block sparse structure. The proposed TSBL approach that leverages the temporal correlation for target reflectivity parameter estimation and MIMO radar imaging is described next.
A. TSBL-BASED MIMO RADAR IMAGING
An interesting aspect of TSBL for MIMO radar imaging is that it also exploits the intra block correlation together with the block sparsity of the reflectivity parameter vector g. The unknown covariance matrix P ∈ C L×L corresponding to each row G t • of the matrix G, which captures the temporal correlation of (g l ) t across the L snapshots, is estimated jointly along with the reflectivity parameters. The prior assignment in TSBL corresponding to g is given by
where P = ⊗ P ∈ C RADL×RADL , and the hyperparameters γ t , 1 ≤ t ≤ RAD, control the row sparsity of G. The EM framework is employed for joint estimation of the hyperparameter vector γ and temporal covariance matrix P. The E-step in the k th iteration evaluates the expected value of the log-likelihood function
Further, the posterior density of g is given by, p g | y; γ (k) ,
The computationally efficient update expression for
with the matrix
The M-step cyclically obtains γ
where the notations µ
The step-wise details of the simplifications for derivations of VOLUME 6, 2018 γ (k+1) and P (k+1) are given in Appendix A. The final block sparse reflectivity vector estimate after K TSBL EM iterations is set as g TSBL = µ 
The prior for the overall matrix G can be expressed as [29] . The a posteriori mean M 
The receive covariance
Finally, the target reflectivity matrix estimate
B. TMSBL-BASED MIMO RADAR TARGET IMAGING
The TMSBL framework outlined below is a low complex alternative of the proposed TSBL imaging technique and arises from its operation in the N S × L dimensional MMV parameter space unlike the N SL×1 space of TSBL. The novel update rules for the a posteriori mean vector µ
and temporal covariance matrix P (k+1) corresponding to the MIMO radar block SMV formulation in (24) are shown below.
. Detailed derivations for the same are given in Appendix B. The final block sparse reflectivity vector estimate is g TM = µ
after K TM iterations. Unlike matrix inversions in the TSBL scheme for evaluation of (k) g that lead to a higher complexity of order O N 3 L 3 S 3 complexity, TMSBL has a complexity of only O N 3 S 3 for computation of G (k) , which is significantly lower.
IV. CRAMÉR-RAO BOUNDS FOR DOPPLER, RANGE AND REFLECTIVITY PARAMETER ESTIMATES
In this section, the Cramér-Rao bounds are derived for the target Doppler frequency, range and reflectivity parameter estimation. The CRBs derived consider a general multi-target MIMO radar system model that incorporates the various target attributes such as DOA, Doppler frequency and range. Further, to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing works such as [16] , [17] , and [22] obtain CRBs for a similar system formulation.
A. CRBS FOR RANGE AND DOPPLER FREQUENCY ESTIMATION
Let the unknown parameter vector be set as 
where the constant c 1 = NL S log(π σ 2 ). The Cramér-Rao bound for the parameter vector α is given by J −1 where the Fisher information matrix J ∈ R V T ×V T can be defined as [30] 
The terms
∂α j ∂α i ∀ j = i, j ∈ V T can be evaluated as follows. Consider D = {1, 2, . . . , D}, R = {1, 2, . . . , R}, and A = {1, 2, . . . , A} as the sets of indices corresponding to the Doppler, range and azimuth parameter space respectively. Let the set of indices T i ⊂ T = {1, 2, . . . , RAD} for the scenarios considering the unknown parameter as Doppler and range respectively, be defined as
The quantity 
It follows that
Similarly, considering the derivative of (50) with respect to α i , the quantity 
Similarly, the second term reduces to
Substituting the above results in (51), one obtains
Employing the above result together with (45) yields the FIM J. The Cramér-Rao bound for the estimation error in α for an unbiased estimator is in turn determined as
B. BAYESIAN CRBS FOR TARGET REFLECTIVITY ESTIMATES
The BCRB is ideally suited to characterize the MSE in estimation of the reflectivity parameter g since the SBL framework assigns a parameterized Gaussian prior as described in (25), rather than the conventional CRB framework that does not consider the prior probability density function. The BCRB for the unknown target reflectivity vector g in (24) is given by J −1 B , where the complex Bayesian Fisher information matrix (FIM) J B ∈ C RADL×RADL can be expressed as [30] 
The quantities L y|g; P = log p y|g; P and L g; P = log p g; P denote the log-likelihood functions of the observation vector y and g, respectively, parameterized by P, while the matrices J D , J P ∈ C RADL×RADL denote the FIMs with respect to the observation data and prior vectors respectively. From the prior distribution of g in (25), the log-likelihood is given as
where c TSBL = −NL S log(π) − log(|P|), which yields
Further, from (24) , ignoring the constant terms, it follows that
with the BCRB for TSBL-based target imaging given by
Further, the BCRB for MSBL-based imaging is obtained by setting P = diag (γ 1 I L , . . . , γ RAD I L ) in (57). The resultant MSE bounds for estimation of G and the SBL-based target reflectivity vector g are given as
(58) VOLUME 6, 2018
NS ordered terms with 1≤n≤N ∀ 1≤s≤S
, 0, . . . , 0
where the latter is obtained by setting L = 1. It is worth noting that the BCRBs derived herein consider an ideal scenario with known sparsity and knowledge of the prior density associated with the target reflectivity vector(s) and provide the MSE performance of the equivalent minimum mean squared error estimators (MMSE). In practice, the SBL techniques jointly estimate the unknown parameters and hyperparameters with the sparse locations of the parameters unknown, and yet their performance is observed to be close to the theoretical benchmarks. This in turn demonstrates the robustness of the SBL framework.
V. JOINT PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND TARGET IMAGING FRAMEWORK
This section develops the joint target imaging and Doppler/range parameter estimation framework for monostatic MIMO radar systems. Consider the unknown target parameter to be α where α = ω or α = R corresponds to the Doppler and range parameters, respectively. Let the parameter space of the known scanning region be partitioned into V bins such that α v is the exact value of the unknown parameter associated with the target(s) in the v th bin ∀ 1 ≤ v ≤ V . For bins without any point targets α v = 0. The dictionary matrix , previously known at the MIMO radar receiver, is now assumed to be unknown and expressed as α i.e. a function of the unknown deterministic parameter vector α = α 1 , . . . , α V T ∈ R V ×1 . Let α v and α V represent the parameter values at the bin boundaries and the separation between adjacent bins, respectively, such that (5) to yield the initial estimate of the dictionary matrix as α (0) . Using a first order Taylor series approximation, the true dictionary matrix α = α (0) + α can be expressed around the local neighborhood of the initial estimate vector α (0) as
Previously, the idea of a first order Taylor series approximation has been applied for DOA estimation in [31] and velocity estimation of a single target in a distributed MIMO
(60) radar system in [32] . However, none of the existing works in the context of colocated MIMO radars for multiple target scenarios consider a Taylor approximation of the dictionary matrix followed by subsequent target parameter estimation. Towards this end, this work considers a Taylor series approximation as shown in (61) to develop a simplified joint target imaging and multiple target Doppler frequency/range estimation scheme. Employing (61), one can evaluate the difference vector estimate α by solving the least squares optimization problem given by
Since the target reflectivity vector G is unknown, an estimate G is initially obtained employing the MSBL/ TSBL/ TMSBL framework described in Section III. Next, a bin selection rule is presented for the proposed parameter estimation framework to avoid evaluation of estimates corresponding to the bins where targets are absent. The hyperparameter estimates are segregated for all V bins followed by the evaluation of the average value γ v,avg ∀ 1 ≤ v ≤ V given in (60), as shown at the top of this page. These are compared against a suitable threshold η th and the rows in G v • corresponding hyperparameters γ v,avg that satisfy γ v,avg ≤ η th are set to zero, thereby eliminating the parameter bins without any targets. The proposed bin selection criteria utilizes the fact that the bin(s) containing the target(s) have a significantly higher value of γ v,avg unlike the remaining bins where γ v,avg evaluates close to zero.
Let the total number of bins that qualify based on the above criterion be V . The vectors α (0) ∈ R V ×1 and α ∈ R V ×1 now correspond to parameter values of the bin boundaries and targets of the estimated V significant bins with α ∈ R V ×1 denoting the difference between α and α (0) . The optimization problem in (62) can now be expressed as
where V denotes the ordered set containing the indices of the significant parameter bins obtained using the proposed bin selection criteria such that |V | = V ,
One can construct B l ∈ C N S×V by concatenating the l th column vector U i,
The i th vector of B l is obtained as,
where the derivative vector
and the set of indices T i can be obtained as shown previously in equations (52) and (43) respectively for both Doppler and range estimation scenarios. The optimization problem in (63) can be recast in terms of B l as
∂ α = 0, one obtains the estimate α as
The parameter vector estimate α is obtained as
One can further improve the accuracy of the weight vector estimate G by considering the refined dictionary matrix α and in turn utilize it to further enhance the accuracy of α estimation. This procedure is repeated iteratively until an appropriate performance criterion is met. A concise step by step description of the generalized joint parameter estimation and target imaging framework is given in Algorithm 1.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results are now presented to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed parameter estimation framework and compare the performance of SBL-based imaging techniques with existing algorithms. A MIMO radar system is considered with M = 6 transmit and N = 6 receive antennas, operating at a wavelength of λ = 0.03m for the purposes of simulation. The transmit and receive antenna spacings are set as d t = 3λ and d r = 0.5λ, respectively. The SNR is defined as, SNR = 10 log 10
length Hadamard sequence from the m th transmit antenna with symbols x m (s) ∈ {±1 ± j1} ∀ 1 ≤ s ≤ S. The subpulse duration is set as T s = 0.1µs similar to [2] and the Doppler shift in degrees is given by
where the Doppler frequency f d = 2v rel /λ and v rel denotes the relative velocity of the target with respect to the radar platform. Unless otherwise specified, each t th row vector of the reflectivity matrix G t • ∈ C 1×L containing a point target is generated as a multivariate zero mean complex Gaussian with the temporal covariance matrix P t ∈ C L×L set as Toeplitz with the first row equal to 1, δ t , . . . , δ L−1 t , VOLUME 6, 2018 where δ t denotes the correlation coefficient between the target reflectivity parameters corresponding to consecutive snapshots [25] . The initial hyperparameter estimates and the desired convergence accuracy of the SBL imaging schemes are set as, γ (0) t = 1 [33] and γ (k+1) − γ (k) 2 < 10 −5 , respectively. Further, similar to [25] , the covariance matrix estimate is modified as,
, 0.99 . The quantities z 0 and z 1 denote the sample mean of the elements along the main diagonal and main sub-diagonal of the matrix estimate P (k+1) obtained in (32) . The average number of Monte Carlo runs for the simulations is fixed as 25. Fig 1 (a) plots the MSE of estimation of the proposed SBL-based schemes. Further, their performance is also compared with that of the popular existing IAA and SLIM-0 techniques that are proposed in the works [16] and [17] , respectively. The radar imaging scene spans a range of 0 − 120m, angular region −73 o to 7 o relative to the normal of the antenna array, Doppler region −20 o to 0 o and comprises of W = 3 targets. The number of transmission snapshots is fixed as L = 3. The transmit SNR range is chosen as 12 − 24 dB similar to related works such as [17] and [22] . The spacings between the adjacent range, azimuth and Doppler bins are set as R R = 15m, θ A = 10 o , and ω D = 5 o . The number of EM iterations is set as,
It can be observed that the TSBL scheme that exploits the block-sparse structure of the reflectivity coefficient vector results in the best MSE performance, followed by the MSBL that exploits simultaneous sparsity across multiple measurements, followed by that of SBL, which exploits sparsity of the individual measurements while ignoring the block sparse nature. Further, while the first two schemes demonstrate a marked improvement in performance in comparison to the existing IAA and SLIM, the performance of SBL is comparable to that of SLIM and enhanced over IAA. It is also interesting to note that TSBL achieves a performance close to the corresponding BCRB. This is significant since the SBL assumes unknown sparsity of the target reflectivity coefficient vector to be estimated, i.e., it does not require knowledge of the locations of the non-zero target coefficients. 
Generate α (iter−1) using (5).
Obtain G (iter) using MSBL/ TSBL/ TMSBL imaging
Compute Y eff and α (iter) using (65). estimate i.e. |β| and absence of any sidelobes in the nearest vicinity of the target. This can be attributed to the robustness of the CoNoSBL framework. Fig. 4 (a) considers a MIMO radar scenario with the correlation coefficient fixed at δ = 0.5. The first case considers an ideal scenario wherein the MIMO radar receiver has complete knowledge of δ. The second scenario corresponds to a practical one with δ unknown and subsequently learnt using the update rule derived for TSBL. It can be seen that the TSBL approach yields a performance similar to that of the scenario with the covariance matrix of targets known a priori with no discernible deterioration in performance, demonstrating its ability to successfully jointly estimate the unknown target parameters and underlying covariance matrix. This observation has immense practical applicability in MIMO radars wherein typically no prior knowledge of the temporal correlation coefficient δ is available. Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) depict the MSE performance of the reflectivity parameter matrix G and Doppler frequency estimate, respectively for SBL-based joint target imaging and Doppler/range estimation described in section V. snapshots is L = 3. A finer Doppler gridding operation with ω D = 2.5 o leads to shifts of 4%, 4%, 24% of ω D from the bin boundaries. As illustrated in Fig. 4(c) , considering a finer Doppler grid results in a significant reduction in the MSE of the Doppler estimate ω 2 associated with the second target. This accuracy is observed to translate to the corresponding SBL, MSBL, and TMSBL-based 2D angle-range images of the second target illustrated in Figures 4(f)-(i) . Further, a second round of radar transmission/reception can be considered with narrower azimuth, Doppler and range scanning regions around a potential target of interest, to further improve the estimation accuracy. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4 (e) which depict a significantly improved target reflectivity matrix estimate G and Doppler estimate ω 2 , respectively, achieved using a second round of transmission for target 2. Two scenarios were considered for range estimation with the 3 targets located at 0.1m and 0.2 × 10 −4 m away respectively from bin boundaries. Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) depict the MSE of G and range estimate R 2 for the second scenario and one can infer that it is significantly low in comparison to that of the first case illustrated in Figures 5(a)-(b) .
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed novel SBL-based parameter estimation and imaging schemes for monostatic MIMO radar systems considering both single transmission snapshot scenarios with sparse as well as multiple snapshot scenarios with block sparse target parameter vectors. Theoretical CRBs have been derived to benchmark the MSE performance of the target reflectivity, Doppler, and range estimates. Further, a joint parameter estimation and imaging framework has also been developed for enhancing the Doppler frequency and range estimates. Simulation results demonstrated the performance improvement of the proposed schemes in comparison to popular schemes in the existing literature. The M-step to obtain γ (k+1) in TSBL maximizes the second term of the log-likelihood L γ , P | γ (k) , P (k) as γ (k+1) = arg max γ E g|y;γ (k) ,P (k) log p g; γ , P , which can be further simplified as shown in (69), at the top of this page. The equivalence in (69) is obtained by ignoring the constant terms and terms independent of γ in log p g; γ , P . Similarly, the M-step to obtain P (k+1) is given in (71), as shown at the top of this page.
APPENDIX B TMSBL-BASED UPDATES FOR MIMO RADAR IMAGING
One can approximate the receive covariance matrix y in (30) as y ≈ σ 2 I N S + H −1 ⊗ P −1 . It is exact when σ 2 = 0 or when P = I L . The TMSBL update equations are developed below by employing this approximation along with the substitutions P Using the approximation for y , P Employing these expressions in (31) yields γ can be finally obtained as
On similar lines, one can express P (k+1) = (73), at the top of the previous page. Therefore, one can differentiate ψ t with respect to ω i or R i for Doppler and range estimation respectively to finally obtain the expressions for the derivative vectorψ t given in (52).
